
20-CS-626 Homework 5 Spring 2011

Fool Around With Cryptol

1. Write a function permuteZ that takes as input a c bit number m, and a list lst of a

distinct b bit numbers ranging from 0 to c − 1, and outputs an a bit number q such
that the ith bit of q is the bit of m indexed at the value given by the ith number of lst.

For example, given file hw5.cry containing the following:

KPL = [56 48 40 32 24 16 8 0 57 49 41 33 25 17

9 1 58 50 42 34 26 18 10 2 59 51 43 35

];

KPR = [62 54 46 38 30 22 14 6 61 53 45 37 29 21

13 5 60 52 44 36 28 20 12 4 27 19 11 3

];

CPL = [13 16 10 23 0 4 2 27 14 5 20 9

22 18 11 3 25 7 15 6 26 19 12 1

];

CPR = [12 23 2 8 18 26 1 11 22 16 4 19

15 20 10 27 5 24 17 13 21 7 0 3

];

consta:[64];

consta = 1;

constb:[64];

constb = 2;

constc:[64];

constc = 4;

We get

cryptol> :s base=10

cryptol> :l hw5.cry

cryptol> permuteZ consta KPL

128

cryptol> permuteZ constb KPL

32768

cryptol> permuteZ constc KPL

8388608

cryptol> permuteZ consta CPR

4194304

cryptol> permuteZ constb CPR

64

cryptol> permuteZ constc CPR

4



2. Write a function sums that takes as input a list of b bit numbers, b >= 8, and outputs
a list of b bit numbers where the ith number in the output list is the sum of the 0th

through ith numbers of the input list.

For example,

cryptol> sums [1 2 3 4 5]

[1 3 6 10 15]

3. Write a function KP that takes as input an a bit number k and a list lst of b numbers
of c bits each, and outputs a list of 16 b bit numbers where the ith number in the output
list is k permuted using permuteZ on lst rotated (>>>) according to the ith number
in the list sums [1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1].

For example, suppose file hw5.cry also contains the following:

constd:[64];

constd = 1234567890123456789;

Then we can do this:

cryptol> :l hw5.cry

cryptol> :s base=10

cryptol> KP constd KPL

[139198840 69599420 17399855 205676555 252745730 197404160 49351040

12337760 6168880 1542220 385555 201422980 50355745 79697800

19924450 9962225]

4. Write a function PRK that takes as input an a bit number k, a list cp of b c bit numbers,
and a list kp of d e bit numbers, and outputs 16 b bit numbers such that the ith output
list number is permuteZ q cp where q is the ith list in KP k kp.

For example,

cryptol> PRK constd CPL KPL

[2667168 1221216 10781266 9474449 13976704 80013 218122 2633480

2111009 844866 8661299 5390787 4279060 5412876 9045508 2756152]

5. Write a function expand that takes as input an a bit number k and outputs a list of
16 48 bit numbers such that the ith number in the output list is the concatenation of
the ith number in PRK k CPL KPL and the ith number in PRK k CPR KPR.

For example,

cryptol> expand constd

[147736660325024 198203447353952 125044913373778 191075336622481

148806856688768 168024724289677 132683502146570 6376787554056

148741027804705 178890992313410 98566572091699 141762766193091

94843049167636 123811749074956 34549279622660 153032153763384]



Congratulations, you have now written a cryptol specification for the DES key schedule. An
English language version of the specification follows:

From a 64 bit key K whose bit positions are identified as follows:

create two 28 bit numbers, C0 and D0, selecting their bits from K according to the following:

C0:

D0:

That is, the 0th bit of C0 is the 56th bit of K, the 1th bit of C0 is the 48th bit of K and so
on. Similarly for D0. There are 16 48 bit round keys, K1 . . . K16 to construct. Each round
key has two 24 bit halves: one half due to rotations of the bits of C0 and the other half due
to rotations of the bits of D0. On the ith round Ci and Di are constructed from rotations
of Ci−1 and Di−1. A single rotation of the bits of (a 28 bit integer) Ci and Di is such that
the least significant bit becomes the most significant bit and all other bits slip 1 significant
bit. On rounds 1,2,9, and 16 there is a single rotation, on all other rounds there is a double
rotation (two single rotations). The bits of the 24 bit key halves on round i are selected from
Ci and Di according to the following:

KLi:

KRi:

where the numbers in lists KLi and KRi index into the 28 bit numbers Ci and Di.


